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From: Mrs KG from Perthshire, Scotland 
To:   Karen Ruggles
Sent: Sunday, May 17, 2009 7:51 PM

Hi Karen
I enclose two photos of my 5 yo Highland mare Amy. Last year you can see that 
much  of  her  mane  was  rubbed  out in  spite  of  being  stabled  morning  and 
evening  through  the  midge  season,  regularly  shampooed  with  an  insecticidal 
shampoo and with regular applications of benzyl be [harsh chemical].  This more 
or  less kept  things under  control,  although she still  had a few  lesions [minor 
wounds].

But in photo 2 you can see a  different story, after using your oil & shampoo as 
directed (and adding Protexin [probiotics] to her feed as you suggested) for three 
months.  Her mane is growing in thick and fast with excellent quality strong 
hair, she has no lesions [minor wounds] and is a far less itchy and a much 
happier pony. She no longer requires stabling.  She's looking fabulous (and 
yes, the midges have been out and going this year).  Hopefully she will have a 
proper Highland pony mane one of these days! 

I've been using it for everything including my itchy terrier with success. In fact I 
use it on everything - it was very helpful when one of my geldings rubbed himself 
on  a  newly  creosoted  telegraph pole  in  his  field  and took  acres of  hair  off  - 
washed him with the shampoo and used the oil, and hair regrowth started in three 
days.

Unfortunately I couldn't find a picture of her tail last year, but a similar story there. 
Great stuff and do you know, I like the smell!

Best regards
KG from Perthshire, Scotland

Many thanks to Mrs KG for taking the time to write this feedback.

Note:  Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive 
on our products, only ones received in writing will be considered for inclusion on 

this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have peace of mind that we're 
not making this up!  All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
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